Training pathways
Glossary
Words and terms that appear in this practice
Join each word to its meaning
tertiary education

– when you have to invite, help, and check in
with people.

university (uni)

– is when you study and work at the same
time to gain a qualification

technical and further
education (TAFE)

– skills and knowledge that employers use to
see if the job is right for you.

campus

– briefly tells you what the job is and what
you will do.

apprenticeship/
traineeship

– a place where tertiary education happens.
You can study for a professional career or
job. Visit the Australian Government
Apprenticeships and Traineeships website.

lecturer

– education that takes place after school.

open days

– a place where tertiary education happens.
Often you can study for a more practical
career or job

job description

– the physical location or suburb of the uni or
TAFE.

selection criteria

– your teachers in tertiary education settings

address

– work together with other people.

collaborate

– “meet the criteria”.

flyer

– a small piece of paper that describes the
event.

liaison

– most universities and TAFEs hold these.
You can visit the campus and find out more
about studying at that place.

See the next page to check if you are right
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 Tick the words that you got right
tertiary education

– education that takes place after school.

university (uni)

– a place where tertiary education happens. You can
study for a professional career or job.

technical and further
education (TAFE)

– a place where tertiary education happens. Often you
can study for a more practical career or job (than at
university).

campus

– the physical location or suburb of the uni or TAFE.

apprenticeship/
traineeship

– is when you study and work at the same time to gain a
qualification. Visit the Australian Government
Apprenticeships and Traineeships website.

lecturer

– your teachers in tertiary education settings are usually
called lecturers.

open days

– most universities and TAFEs hold open days. On open
days you can visit the campus and find out more about
studying at that place.

job description

– briefly tells you what the job is and what you will do.

selection criteria

– skills and knowledge that employers use to see if the
job is right for you.

address

– “address” the selection criteria show how you can do
the skills or “meet the criteria”.

collaborate

– work together with other people.

flyer

– a small piece of paper that describes the event.

liaison

– when you have to invite, help, and check in with
people.
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Write the missing word
I need to address the

to show I am the

best person for the job.
I have read the

and think that I could do

this job.
The

is too far away.

I am not sure where I want to complete my

.

I can’t decide if I want to go to

and learn how to be

a carpenter or if I want to go to

and become an

engineer. I think I will have to wait until I have been to all of the
before I decide.
If I become a carpenter, I will try to get an

.

I know I don’t want to work in a job where I have to

.

I don’t like working with people.
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